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1- Is program which consists of step by step instructions?  

A- Hardware 

Software  -B 

 

2- Reduce the gap speed between RAM and the CPU 

Cache –A  

 

3- Processing of taking all the broken pieces of files and joining them 

back together again is called ? 

Defragmenting files -A  

 

4- Which of the following is a type of a real time communication 

service that both parties are online at the same time? 

A – E-MAIL  

B – WEP LOG 

Instant message -C 

D – Non of the above  

 

5- Are used to store programs and large data files permanently. They 

are also very fast and their capacity is measured in Gigabyte or 

Terabyte. 

A. DVD 

B. Floppy Disk 

C. RAM  

D. Hard disks 

 

6- What is the function that related to operating system 

A- Photo editing  

ile managementF-B  

C- Internet browsing 
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7- Which language of the following programming is used with business 

application  

A- FORTRAN 

COBOL -B  

C- Java 

D- C+ 

 

8 - A……………is a specific computer which saves all common files 

A – Client 

Server -B 

 

9- MMS means: 

Multimedia Message Serves –A  

 

10 - SMS means : 

Short Message Serves –A  

 

11 - Telephone use........for send and receive: 

 Analogue Signals  -A  

 

12 - The processing spead of a processor is represented by 

its……………spead 

Clock–A  

 

  

13 -Decimal number 9, Binary will be? 

1001 –A  
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14 - Which of the following will give 1,2,3 as a result :  

 

 

15 - Is an example on operating system : 

DOS -MS –A  

 

16 - Computer uses…………….. which is a tiny electrically operated 

switch that can alternate between on and off millions of times per 

second . 

A – Transformer 

Transistor –B  

 

17 -Used to organize large amounts of information  

Database -A 

B- Ms-word 

C- Spreadsheet  

D- photo editing 

 

 

i< 4 

i= 1 

A 
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Answer the following as True or False :## 

Parallel slower than serial port? 18- 

True  

False 

 

19– Extranet is a private network that share a part of a business 

information? 

True  

False 

 

20– The mine reason of E-LERANING is that "one trainer can train many 

people in different locations ?  

True  

False 

 

21 - Circle symbol is used for Control Flow ? 

True  

False 

 

22- Discrete speech system is naturally ? 

True  

False 

 

Parallel faster than serial port? 23 - 

True  

False 

 

Internet is a private network that use to business information? 24 - 

True  

False 
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Match the following from “List A” with “List B” 

B A 
 A - interpreter .....25 -is a socket on the outside of the system 

( D)   unit 

B - Time bomb ( C ) it is not lost when it is turned off - 62 

C - ROM .27 - translates from high level language into 
( A ) machine level language line by line 

D - Port ) E ) .Is the way to deal with computer- 82 

E -Interface ( B ) Starts in a specific time- 92 
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